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This book belongs on the shelf of every single serious cocktail enthusiast. The author reveals long

forgotten methods of producing cocktails from over a century of his family's business in the liquor

trade (before, during and after Prohibition) and extensive experiences traveling around the world

spanning from Polynesia to Eastern Europe. Nearly a hundred recipes that have never before been

published, including secrets from some of the most expensive and exclusive bars in the world (past

and present) personally collected over decades - yet this is not simply a recipe book. What makes

this most worthwhile is the detailed and thoughtful explanation behind several original methods of

producing extraordinary flavors. The section on complexing agents alone is worth the price of this

book. As a bonus, there is an appendix with dozens of authentic 1928 recipes for the manufacture

of interesting and obsolete cordials and spirits.
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I have been using Greg Easter's Cocktails of the South Pacific and Beyond, since it arrived in Feb.

2015. Wow I am so impressed. I can't wait for his next publication to be released. I have stepped up

my entertaining game to a whole new level. I love the history behind the drinks and the stories of

days gone by. The unique syrup recipes alone make this Cocktail's guide worth the purchase. As an

example, I made the Starfruit Syrup and drizzled it over a fruit tart. OMG it was fantastic!!! I've had

repeat request for many of the drinks I've made from this book to the point that I'm just now ordering

a second copy to give as a gift.



Simply superb. There are a lot of drink mixing books out there but this book is written by a world

traveled chef who grew up around the liquor business. He gives tons of ways to make your own

drinks and infuse your own flavors rather than rely on syrups and goop. It will take more work,

ingredients and commitment to execute his recipes so if you are looking for an easy book this is not.

A gem for the passionate drink mixer whom quality and integrity means the most.

Drink fine young man

I was given this book as a gift because I'm a bit obsessed with his you tube chef channel and

because I was a bartender for 12 years.I experimented with different recipes for mixing drinks trying

to make new flavors and interesting combinations depending on the event or season. I didn't know

anyone else that was doing quite the same thing so I was a fumbling mess with very few

successes.It wasn't until I went to a very nice bar in new york city that I saw what could be done with

a cocktail. The syrups, the flavors, It was complex and beautiful. I realized I was a backwoods

bartender but i wanted to learn. I tripped around trying to teach myself but it wasn't until I quit

bartending professionally and now only do it for my friends that I was introduced to this book and

this revolutionary way of flavoring cocktails. I really dove headfirst into this book and now have

concoctions aging and my own recipes are getting better and better.This book is also a fun read.

There are wonderful stories too! I really hope he writes another cocktail book :)

Best mixology book I've ever found. Due to having instructions to make syrups, etc. from scratch,

the result is a fresh and clean drink that is very tasty. This is my 3rd copy. I loan it out, and the

recipients love it so much I don't have the heart to take it back.
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